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El Paso (EP) has bought more recovery time. With the clock ticking toward a shareholder showdown that could topple the company's entire leadership, El Paso announced late Wednesday that it has signed a critical financing agreement. By tying almost all of its valuable pipelines as collateral, El Paso
secured a $3 billion recirced credit line that will help bring the company through mid-2005. The new facility replaces an old $3 billion bank line that, with an extension, would have expired 13 months earlier. The financing deal has taken some pressure off the company and its shares. News of the bank deal,
coupled with two new buy recommendations, pushed the stock up 5.6% to a two-month high of $7.13 in late morning trading. But even Lehman Brothers, which upgraded the stock from underweight to overweight, tempered its optimism with some caution. With heavy reliance on collateral recovery, El
Paso continues to lead a fine line between recovery and a slide in the need for more asset sales, Lehman Brothers analyst Richard Gross wrote Thursday. UBS Warburg, which reiterated the market assessment, also warned that El Paso remains unsuitable for investors with low risk tolerance. But both
companies were generally optimistic, predicting that El Paso would have the necessary means to recover and move forward. Carl Miller, a former El Paso executive who now heads an energy-related acquisition company, remains skeptical, however. They committed all their material assets to make the
financing deal, Miller said. They're not fixing the company. They just give the banks more security. Libor DayStill, Lehman Brothers regarded terms of the new funding as fairly favorable. The company was preparing for a much higher interest rate -- Libor plus 7% instead of Libor plus 3.5% -- which would
have disappointed El Paso's profits. After reviewing the details of the deal, Lehman raised its 2003 profit forecast for El Paso from 60 cents to 85 cents per share. It also raised its 12-month price target for the stock from $6 to $9 and predicted the shares could double over the next three years. Meanwhile,
El Paso has pledged to cut costs in an effort to help the bottom line. After analysts sniffed out El Paso's initial cuts -- which would have cut costs by $150 million by the end of next year -- the company increased its lead. He promised another $250 million in cost reductions and, in a letter last week to
workers, warned that he would aggressively attack any waste. A preliminary examination of corporate expenditure reveals a worrying trend, wrote John Somerhalder, president of the company's pipeline division. We need to align our costs with who we are going to be -- not who we were. El Paso stressed
that the company's expenses have not decreased at the same rate as the company's assets, which are unloaded to pay off the debt. Through a new strategy -- dubbed the Clean Slate Initiative -- El Paso is calling on employees to help out identify storage opportunities. Frank Powell, the former vice
president of government and public affairs at Coastal, said El Paso has historically spent more money than it should. El Paso isn't a costly company, he said. And it never had to be done before. Powell is among a host of former coastal workers who support a proxy race funded in part by coastal founder
Oscar Wyatt. The dissidents hope to topple El Paso's entire board of directors and replace it with a group of energy veterans at the company's annual meeting in June. Although Wyatt is not himself a board nominee, the outspoken El Paso critic is expected to have some influence on the board he now
supports. Meanwhile, he has attracted considerable support from employees who once feared him. Oscar Wyatt is cunning and frugal -- and ruthless, a former HEI employee said. But at least he treated everyone like garbage. 05/08/2014 I just did it tonight. Hubby and I loved it. I used a pre-made thin
crust (similar to Boboli) that came in a pack of two and only needs half of the meat mixture to spread over the crust so I'm ahead of the game when I want to make a second. Using a pre-made crust I didn't need to mess with moving the pizza from low to higher shelf. I cooked it right in the middle at 400F
for about 10 minutes and it came out big. I set the seasonings down (about 1/2 teaspoon cumin and 3/4 teaspoon chipotle pepper) to suit our tastes and it was hot enough for us with 1 tablespoon chilli powder. I used a poblano pepper and I cut it rather thin so there was no need to take any of it out. This
was a very simple and delicious recipe and satisfied our desire for Mexican food around Cinco de Mayo. 09/05/2013 Chef John beat me in posting this recipe. At least you can all try it earlier, then if I had submitted it! (This comment is for AR GODS). Anyway, I mixed a little spaghetti sauce with chipotle
sauce, since I'd both opened it in my fridge smeared around the crust after I turned the dough onto the grill. I added the cooked crushed Italian sausage and pepperoni. I spent the afternoon baking Chili Hatch so I chopped a couple and for they went too! He got over it all with cheese, let it melt. I served
my husband's right to the cutting board! I thought it was a unique serving container. Went CRAZYYYYYYY for this pizza! I wish I could give those 10!!! Thank you, Chef John. Keeper for sure:)) 29/01/2016 I did it as is. It was really good. I used a thin wholegrain pizza crust. BTW Patty Cake the wrong
recipe- what was review had no pepperoni etc -?? 30/01/2019 Winner! It looks weird, but it works really well. There are many recipes that are designed to use ground beef. What makes this a standalone is that ground beef doesn't commandeer the flavors of the whole dish. No one's going to say
hamburger again? They'll say. Oh good el passo pizza narms Patty Cake Chef John John U.S. border safe since 1924, the Border Patrol keeps watch over 6,000 miles of international border. In the early days of the organization's history, there were few agents. Over the years all that has changed, with
the agency reporting more than 20,000 agents in 2009. Global events keep the organization actively hiring more employees. Candidates for a job with the Border Patrol will find that the agency offers a life-changing career of adventure. According to the Border Patrol website, the agency's main mission is
to prevent illegal immigration to the United States. This mission has remained unchanged since the organisation's inset, but the challenges facing the organisation continue to evolve. Especially for the agency, the priority mission is to prevent known terrorists and weapons of mass destruction from entering
the country. The Border Patrol monitors both land and coastal waters. Border patrol units can also be found in small rural communities in the United States. They patrol continuously despite adverse weather conditions and difficult ground conditions. Coming to the United States is the dream of many
immigrants. Unfortunately, some choose to realize their dreams through illegal channels. Individuals who slip across the border into the United States and assimilate into the country without proper documentation and government notification are a major concern for the Border Patrol. The border between
Mexico and the United States is a prime target for those entering the country illegally, but not the only one. In the 1980s and 1990s, many people exiled from Cuba defied Caribbean waters to cross the U.S. border into Florida. A state operational strategy against illegal immigration led to 556,000 arrests in
2009 alone. Criminals try to infiltrate the U.S. border by crossing into deserted areas or by sea in an attempt to bring the drugs into undetected. Increasingly sophisticated over the years, criminals have been using high-tech equipment and vehicles to evade law enforcement. The Border Patrol is keeping
up with criminals by applying the use of electronic sensors, video cameras and night vision fields. In addition to high-tech surveillance, agents also carry out traffic checks at border highway crossings and aircraft observation. Custody pays off for the dealership, with more than 10,900 pounds of cocaine
seized in 2009. Trafficking in human beings is a growing crime in which people are removed from their homes and sold in other countries. Women and children are the main objectives of this Border Patrol agents remain on alert for traffickers entering or leaving the country. Victims can be found in ship or
railway containers. Agents patrol the ports to catch these assailants before they have a chance to leave the country. Border Patrol agents are also working at airports to prevent harmful agriculture from entering the United States. They work with specially trained dogs and perform on-site to identify food,
plants or seeds illegally imported into the country. Illegally.
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